
 
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY 

People, Places, Things – Who, Where, What? 
Inside the Science Green-Lab Spring Term 18 

 
STAR Day Planning: Spring 1 2018 Y5 Class Teacher: Daniel Mahara 
 
Class Film: A.I. Artificial Intelligence Class Book/ Text: Mortal Engines by Philip Reeve 

 
WEEK 1 THEME:  Introduction to  Green Lab 
Wednesday 3rd – Friday 5th January 
Learning Experiences: 
Whole school film immersion days. We will watch Dr Who, take part 
in a range of learning activities based on both Dr Who and the 
Industrial Revolution including: 
 
Dr Who: 
Mr Men and Little Miss Doctor Who 
Create your own scarf 
Create a piece of Dr Who merchandise  
A postcard from the Tardis 
What would you find inside the Tardis? 
Create a new Doctor 
What does travelling through space and time look like? 
Dr Who top trump cards 
Time travel board game 
Travel back in time and show someone from history an iPhone - how 
do you explain it?  
 
Industrial Revolution: 
Timeline 
Facts about the Industrial Revolution 
Inventions - spinning Jenny, seed drill, steam power 
People - who were the famous inventors? 
Why was this so important? 
How did it shape our world? 
Day in the life of a factory worker 
What was life like for children in the factories? 

Skills: 

 
 

● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 
appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 
necessary 

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 
and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 
choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 

● round any number up to 1,000,000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 
and 100,000 

● read Roman numerals to 1,000 (M) and recognise years written in Roman 
numerals 

 
Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term) 

● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books 



Compare the role of women then and now 
Create a new invention 
Show how an invention has developed over time since the industrial 
revolution e.g. how have steam powered engines developed? 
What was the impact on the world of medicine? 
How did the industrial revolution affect the development of this 
country? 
Oliver Twist stories 
Diary of a chimney sweep 
Pictures inspired by Lowry 
Industrial landscape artworks 
 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
Where would you go in your Tardis? 
How did the Industrial Revolution change the world? 
 
 
 
 

.  
 

● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range 
of purposes 

● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books 
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for 

their choices 
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide 

range of writing 
● making comparisons within and across books 
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart 
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing 

understanding through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is 
clear to an audience 
understand what they read by: 

● checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their 
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context 

● asking questions to improve their understanding 
● drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and 

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence 
● predicting what might happen from details stated and implied 
● summarizing the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, 

identifying key details that support the main ideas 
● identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning 
● discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative 

language, considering the impact on the reader 
● distinguish between statements of fact and opinion 
● retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction 
● participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they 

can read for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and 
challenging views courteously 

● explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including 
through formal presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic 
and using notes where necessary provide reasoned justifications for their 
views 

Friday 5th January  
Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: We will use our Dr Who theme to inspire our 
writing this week. 
 
Messy Maths: Place value – comparing, ordering and solving 
problems involving whole, decimal and negative numbers. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 

and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 



 
PE/ Sports: athletics skills and drills introduction to sports day 
events. 

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 
choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 

 
WEEK 2 THEME:    My Own AI Robot 
Monday 8th January – Wednesday 10th January 
Learning Experiences: 
Immersion in the text/genre. We will introduce our theme and ask our 
big questions about A.I. Artificial Intelligence.  
Knowledge Harvest – what do we know already? 
Big questions for our display – what do we want to find out? 
We will watch the film and pick out the main themes and ideas that we 
notice. We will make creative items for our class display based on the 
film during the afternoon. Throughout this half term, students will act as 
Cybertronics employees. They will explore philosophical questions 
about the AI their company is responsible for as well as using their 
STEM skills to solve Maths problems and help programme computers 
and robots. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
What is artificial intelligence? What separates us from robots? Why are 
robots often created in human form? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: What examples of robots can you think of from other films? 
How are they similar? How are they different? Why are robots often 
presented as human? If you designed a robot, what would make it 
special? Could it be considered him/her? In their first project for 
Cybertronics, students will design their own robot out of recyclable 
materials. Their finished designs will be used for to make our class 
display. This will lead on to our writing focus, which will be a character 
description of the robots. Instead of simply considering appearance, we 
will describe how our robot would move, act and think. How evolved is 
your robot?  
 
GPS: using expanded noun phrases to convey complication 
information concisely. 
 

Skills:

 
 

● identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor pairs of a number, 
and common factors of two numbers. 

● know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors and 
composite (non-prime) numbers 

● establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and recall prime numbers 
up to 19 

● multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or two-digit number using a 
formal written method, including long multiplication for two-digit numbers 

● describe the changes as humans develop to old age 
● design, select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to 

perform practical tasks accurately 
● select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including 

construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their 
functional properties and aesthetic qualities 

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 
choices can change and enhance meaning 

● using expanded noun phrases to convey complicated information 
concisely 

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 
and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 

 



STEM: How does the life cycle of a human compare to that of a robot? 
What makes us different? We will link themes from the film with 
scientific concepts and ask if humans lives are more special than 
artificial life.  
 
Our new Cybertronics employees will use formal methods of 
multiplication as well as finding multiples, factors and prime numbers. 
We will link this type of Maths with the basic principles behind AI. They 
will learn the fundamental concept behind an algorithm and 
computational thinking – solving a long multiplication question has 
similar processes to giving a computer an instruction. 
 
Reading Tree: We will introduce our class text Mortal Engines by 
Philip Reeve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 
 

 

Friday 12th January  
Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: A City on Wheels. 
 
Messy Maths: place value problems – inc. negative numbers and 
rounding. 
 
PE/ Sports:  athletics skills and drills – high jump: practising jumping 
technique and the approach to jump. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 

and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 



 
WEEK 3 THEME:    Artificial Love 
Monday 15th January – Wednesday 17th January 
Learning Experiences: David is the first robot Cybertronics have built 
that can love. We will explore this idea, asking if it is or  
might ever be possible that AI could feel emotions. Using the Flesh 
Fair scene where robots are mercilessly destroyed, students will 
consider whether this is moral. Working for Cybertronics, they are 
responsible for the robots and will need to persuade people to save 
their inventions. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
Could a robot ever love like a human? Is it moral to destroy obsolete 
technology? How might our lives change if robots develop human 
emotions? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: Our writing purpose this week will be to persuade. Students 
will develop their use of persuasive language and how to structure this 
type of writing. At the Flesh Fair, robots are tortured and destroyed. Is 
it right that technology is simply destroyed when it is obsolete? Can AI 
feel as humans do? Can they love like we do? To save David and 
other robots, students write a rousing speech to persuade the crowd to 
stop their destruction. 
 
GPS:  Recap on modal verbs to convey a sense of urgency and use of 
semi-colons for structure repetition.  
 
STEM: They will be reintroduced to the concept of fractions. As 
employees of an AI firm, fractions problems would be a rudimentary 
part of their work. In order for their algorithms to work, they will need to 
compare and order fractions with the same multiples. Next, they will 
use their knowledge to find equivalent fractions. 
 
Now familiar with algorithms, Cybertronic employees will begin to 
programme their own virtual games. They will learn the basics of 
coding and how this can be used to ‘control’ computers and other 
platforms. If we write the code and instruct the computer, how can it be 
argued they are more intelligent than us? 
 

Skills: 

 
 

● consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 
the contributions of others  

● articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions  
● participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role 

play/improvisations and debates  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across 

paragraphs 
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text 

and to guide the reader 
● compare and order fractions whose denominators are all multiples of the 

same number 
● identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a given fraction, 

represented visually, including tenths and hundredths 
● recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one 

form to the other and write mathematical statements > 1 as a mixed 
number 

● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators 
that are multiples of the same number 

● write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, 
including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by 
decomposing them into smaller parts  

● use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables 
and various forms of input and output 

● use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to 
detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs 



Reading Tree:  comprehension based on a section of the text with a 
focus on reading domain 2c –  summarise main ideas from more than 
one paragraph. 
Friday 19th January 
Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: Live from the Flesh Fair. 
 
Messy Maths: Multiples, factors & prime numbers. 
 
PE/ Sports: Athletics skills and drills – javelin: practising throwing 
techniques. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 

and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 

 
WEEK 4 THEME:   Robots > Humans 
Monday 22nd January  – Wednesday 24th January  
Learning Experiences: Students will use their foresight to consider 
the role of AI in the workplace. As employees of Cybertronics, their 
role is to develop AI and ensure its evolution in all areas, including to 
create a cost effective workforce. They will consider both sides of the 
argument but, ultimately, write to persuade that teachers are replaced 
by robots.  
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How is AI currently used in everyday life? What jobs could be 
effected? Why employ a robot over a human? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: Continuing with our purpose of writing to persuade, students 
will write a letter persuading government that artificial intelligence 
would make more productive workers than humans. What careers 
could you see being replaced by AI? What benefits does AI have over 
humans? We will look at specific examples and how the rise of AI 
could affect certain professions. What would it be like if teachers at 
Greenside were robots? In your role at Cybertronics, you will write to a 
local school to convince them to replace teachers with AI.  
 

Skills: 

 
 

● consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 
the contributions of others  

● articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions  
● participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role 

play/improvisations and debates  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across 

paragraphs 
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text 

and to guide the reader 



GPS: Use dashes for parenthesis, including for emphasis. 
 
STEM: Students will begin a robotics project involving a microchip. 
First, they will programme the chip to create a mini-traffic light. They 
will learn how to sequence the lights, repeat the sequence and alter 
the time of each variable. They will use their science skills to create the 
circuits. Next we will look at how LED clocks work and use this concept 
to solve problems converting between units of time. 
 
They will continue to link their Maths will algorithms to solve more 
complex fraction problems including converting mixed numbers and 
improper fractions. Using their reasoning skills they will explain the 
steps they take to solve problems.  
 
Reading Tree:  Comprehension based on a section of the text with a 
focus on reading domain 2d –  make inferences from the text / explain 
and justify inferences with evidence from the text. 

● compare and order fractions whose denominators are all multiples of the 
same number 

● identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a given fraction, 
represented visually, including tenths and hundredths 

● recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one 
form to the other and write mathematical statements > 1 as a mixed 
number 

● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators 
that are multiples of the same number 

● solve problems involving converting between units of time 
● understand and use electrical systems in their products 
● use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram 

Friday 26th January  
Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: Robot Takeover. 
 
Messy Maths: Ordering, Comparing & Finding Equivalent Fractions. 
 
PE/ Sports:  Athletics skills and drills – shuttle runs to improve 
sprinting technique and fitness. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 

and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 

 
WEEK 5 THEME:  DC3 
Monday 29th January – Wednesday 31st January 
Learning Experiences: This week, the Cybertronics employees will 
begin to consider the impact artificial intelligence really has on our 
lives. In the film, David – a robot – ultimately puts a huge strain on the 
family; on the other hand, Martin is kept alive using technology and 
uses robotics to help him walk. Tackling this big concept, students will 
weigh up both sides of the debate.  
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 

Skills: 

 



How much do we rely on AI & technology? How much do we owe our 
successes to technology? Where does the future lie for AI? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: This week students will be writing to discuss. Writing 
balanced arguments, students will consider everything they have learnt 
about AI and make their own conclusions. Will it continue to benefit 
humankind? Does it currently? Should humans be concerned about 
the increasing complexity of AI? Students will learn how to fairly 
discuss two sides of an argument, continuing to use examples and 
evidence to justify points. Will they still want to work for Cybertronics? 
 
GPS: Using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and 
across paragraphs; begin to maintain formal, impersonal tone. 
 
STEM: Our STEM team will carry out their DC3 reflections: students 
write self-evaluations based on DC3 and start goal setting, reasoning 
and reviewing their efforts and progress this half term. 
 
Reading Tree: In this session we will review our results from DC3, 
creating the perfect answer, identifying where points have been 
dropped and the types of questions that students are finding 
challenging.  

 
● consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 

the contributions of others  
● articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions  
● participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role 

play/improvisations and debates  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across 

paragraphs 
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text 

and to guide the reader 
 

Friday 2nd January  
Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: Robot Inventions. 
 
Messy Maths: Fractions and application to reasoning word problems. 
 
PE/ Sports:  Athletics skills and drills – practising all 3 skills as well as 
a fitness station for a mini Olympics.  

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 

and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 
character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 

 
WEEK 6 THEME:    It’s a Robot World (After All) 
Monday 5th February – Wednesday 7th February 



Learning Experiences: 2000 years on, David wakes up to find 
humankind extinct. What questions does this raise about our own 
futures? How can we see them changing because of AI in the near 
future? Our time at Cybertronics will come to an end, with students 
finalising their physical and virtual robotics projects as well reflecting 
on their time at the company. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
How will AI impact our futures? How can we can we ensure we use it 
wisely? What will happen if robots become more intelligent? 
 
English: Using last weeks balanced arguments, students will edit & 
improve their pieces creating a final published draft. 
 
GPS: Using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and 
across paragraphs; begin to maintain formal, impersonal tone. 
 
STEM: In their final week as Cybertonics employees, students will 
complete their robotics projects. They will write detailed reflections on 
the impact they made at the company. How successful were your 
programming skills? How would your World Ready Skills be useful 
working for an AI company? What moral questions did you pose? 
What questions do you still want answered? 
 
Reading Tree: Comprehension based on a section of the text with a 
focus on reading domain 2f –  identify / explain how information / 
narrative content is related and contributes to meaning as a whole. 

Skills: 

 
 
● consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 

the contributions of others  
● articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions  
● participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role 

play/improvisations and debates  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across 

paragraphs 
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text 

and to guide the reader 
● assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing 
● write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, 

including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by 
decomposing them into smaller parts 

● use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables 
and various forms of input and output 

● use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to 
detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs 

Friday 9th February  
Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: A Life Without Technology. 
 
Messy Maths: Select areas for development from DC3 assessments. 
 
PE/ Sports:  Athletics skills and drills – reflection of this half term’s 
skills. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters 

and settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing 
settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 



character and advance the action using a wide range of devices to build 
cohesion within and across paragraphs 

 

 

 

 

 


